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MONKEYS BATS, BEARS.

ORANG-OUTANG. GORILLA.

LONDON :-F, WARNE & CO., BEDFORD STREET, STRAND.



ORANG OUTANG.

This animal has been called " the

wild man of the woods/' by the na-

tives, on account of its resemblance

to man. It dwells in the wild forests

of the island of Borneo, and is noted

for its tremendous strength. Its

body is covered with brownish red

hair, and it has long arms which are

very useful in climbing from tree to

tree.

GORILLA.

The Gorilla lives in the loneliest

and darkest parts of the dense forests

of Western Africa
; and, like the

Orang Outang, is noted for its great

size and strength. When attacked

by hunters, it makes a low, growling

noise like distant thunder.
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SILVERY GIBBON.

CHIMPANZEE,

PROBOSCIS MONKEY.

BARBARY APE.



FLYING LKML-R.
BABOON. DIANA MONKEY.

MARMOSET.



MONKEYS.

The FLYING LEMUR is a curious

creature, very much like a bat. It

.inhabits lofty trees in dark woods.

During the day-time, it suspends it-

self from the branches.

The BABOON is noted for its size,

strength, and ferocity. Although

very clever at climbing, it generally

goes on all-fours, and, therefore, pre-

fers rocky, mountainous places.

Tli3 DIANA MONKEY is very lively

and playful. It has a long, white

beard, and also a very long tail. Its

native country is Africa.

The MARMOSET is a native of

America. It has a long tail well

covered with fur, and very sharp

nails. It is, also, very quick in its

movements.
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BATS*

The FLYING Fox is a native of

India and Java. It passes the greater

portion ofthe day in sleep, suspended
from the branches of trees

; and, at

night, goes out in search of food

The COMMON BAT is about the

size of a mouse. It makes its ap-

pearance in the twilight of fine sum-

mer evenings ; but) in stormy wea-

ther, conceals itself in old ruins and

hollow trees.

The VAMPIRE BAT is a native of

South America. In addition to eat-

ing insects, it sucks the blood of an-

imals, and for this reason is though 1

rather dangerous.
The SPECTRE VAMPIRE is also a

native of South America. . It is

called " the king of the vampires/'
on account of its large size.



FLYING Fox.

COMMON BAT.

VAMPIRE BAT.

SPECTRE VAMPJRE.



MOLE."

WATER SHREW.

SHREW.
ELEPHANT SHREW.

HEDGEHOG.
PYRENEAN DESMAN,



THE SHREW, &c.

The SHREW is a pretty little crea-

ture very like a mouse. It lives in

meadows, and feeds upon insects.

The MOLE makes a home for itself

underground. It has very small

eyes, and a skin so smooth that it

resembles velvet.

The ELEPHANT SHREW is so called

from its long snout. It is a native

of South Africa.

The HEDGEHOG is distinguished by

having its body covered with prickles,

which protect it from danger.
The WATER SHREW frequents

fresh, clear streams and ponds, in

the banks of which it makes long,

winding burrows.

The PYRENEAN DESMAN lives on

the banks of lakes and rivers, and

feeds on worms.
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BEARS.

BROWN BEAR.

The Brown Bear is a native of

almost all th,e Northern parts of

Europe, and of Asia. It is a very

solitary and "wild animal: and, in

winter, retires to some cavern/ or

the hollow of an aged tree, and there

remains for a long period of time

without food.

POLAR BEAR.

This Bear is distinguished by the

white colour and smoothness of its

fur. It lives in the frozen regions

of the Northern Hemisphere, and

feeds on fish, seals, and young
whales. The she-bear is very fond

of her cubs
; and, at times of dan-

"'er, VK11 die rather than l^ave them.



DROWN BEAR
POLAR BEAR.
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GRIZZLY BEAR.

M'ALAY BEAR.



BEAKS.

GRIZZLY BEAR,

The Grizzly Bear is a native of

North America. It is exceedingly
formidable on account of its great

strength and ferocity. Like the

brown bear, it retires to a solitary

place in winter, and only now and

then conies forth in search of food.

MALAY BEAR.

This animal is a native of Malacca

and the Bornean Isles. It is much

smaller than the other bears, and

climbs trees readily. It is also easily

tamed, and will soon learn numerous

tricks. Its favourite food is fruit

and honev.
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THE PANDA, &c.

The PANDA is about the size of n

large cat. It lives near rivers and

mountain torrents, and feeds on

birds and small animals.

The EACOON inhabits the forests

ofNorth America, and feeds on birds
'

as well as crabs and other shell fish.

The AMERICAN RACOON is very

easily tamed, and can be taught

many tricks. Birds .and eggs form

its principal food.

The GLUTTON inhabits the Arctic

regions. It is said to be very cruel,

and so strong that it is able to kill

animals larger than itself.

The COMMON BADGER is found in

Europe and Asia. It has very short

legs, and a long, flat body, and feeds

on fruits and insects.



PANDA. RACOON.

AMERICAN RACOON. GLUTTON.

COMMON BADGER-
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OTTERS, DOGS, LIONS, TIGERS,

WEASEL. SABLE. OTTERS. MARTEN.
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WEASEL, SABLE, &c,

The WEASEL inhabits Northern

America, and many countries of Eu-

rope. It is very bold and courage-

ous, and will . attack animals larger

than itself.

The SABLE is a little animal much

sought afber on account of its fur.

It Jivefj in the Northern regions- of

Russia and Sibeiua, where, owing to

the extreme cold, its chase is attend-

ed with great peril.

OTHERS frequent the edges of

lakes, rivers^jpd streams
;
and feed

almos entirely on living fish. They
can ^sily l)e tamed, arid are valuable

on account 'of their fur.

T tie MARTEN is a native of the

wildest.".forests in the North of Eu-

rope and America. It is cruel and

destructive.
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POLECATS, &e.

The STOAT is like the weasel, but

very much larger. It is of a reddish

brown colour, but becomes milk-

white during winter, and is then

called
" the Ermine."

The ERMINE is the same as the

stoat in its ranter dress. Its fur is

much sought after.

The POLECAT is a strong, active

animal, very destructive to poultry.

It is found in Europe and Asia.

The SKUNK inhabits both North

and South America. It is about

the size of a cat.

The MINX is a native of North

America, and very like the polecat ;

but its fur is of much more value.

Quadrupeds belonging to this family

resemble each other in their habits.



STOAT. ERMINE.

POLECAT.

SKUNlC.

MINK, OR MINX



JACKAL.

IRISH WOLFHOUND.

WOLF.

DEERHOUND-



JACKAL AND WOLF.

The JACKAL is very like the fox.

It is a native of Africa and the warm

parts of Asia, and preys ,on all ani-

mals weaker than itself.

The WOLF is one of the fiercest

and most destructive animals met

with in Europe. It has a very keen

sense of smell
; and, when hungry,

will devour almost anything.

The IRISH WOLFHOUND is fawn-

coloured, with a rough coat, and

pendant ears. It was, formerly,

used for the purpose of hunting the

wolf.

The DEERHOUND is larger than the

wolf-hound. It is noted for its

speed, strength, and courage.

The dog is the faithful friend of

man.
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DOGS.

The ST. BERNARD DOG is confined

to the Alps ; and, on account of its

great sagacity, is there used in res-

cuing travellers lost in the snow.

The BULLDOG is courageous and

determined, and makes a very good

house-dog.

The BLOODHOUND is so called

from its peculiar power of scenting

the blood of a wounded animal.

The NEWFOUNDLAND DOG is noted

for its swimming powers ;
and won-

derful stories are told of people

saved from drowning through its

means.

The ITALIAN GREYHOUND is a

beautiful little dog, much used as a

pet in England. It is very agile in

its movements.



ST. BERNARD.
BULLDOG. BLOODHOUND.

NEWFOUNDLAND.
ITALIAN GREYHOUND.



TERRIER. SPANIEL.

GREYHOUND.
KING CHARLES'S SPANIEL.



DOGS.

The TERRIER is a strong, useful,

little animal. It has great courage
and endurance, and is more gene-

rally known in England than any
other dog.

The SPANIEL is much used for

hunting game. It is a strong and

hardy animal, and a good water-dog.

The Spaniel is sweet tempered and

submissive by nature.

The GREYHOUND is very elegant,

and remarkable for its swiftness in

running. It hunts by sight, as its

scent is far from keen.

KING CHARLES'S SPANIEL is a pet

dog, distinguished by the colour of

its hair, and the length of its ears.

It is small and delicate, but makes a

very good house-dog, in-doors.
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AARD WOLF.

The Aard Wolf is a native of Af-

rica, and very much resembles the

hyena. It digs burrows, into which

it retires during daylight.

SPOTTED HYENA.

The Spotted Hyena is found in

Barbary and other parts of Africa,

It can be easily tamed, if treated

kindly ;
but ill-usage renders it

dangerous.

STRIPED HYENA.

The Striped Hyena owes its name

to the black lines crossing its yel-

lowish grey coat. It inhabits Ara-

bia, Persia, Syria, and parts of

Africa, and feeds mostly on dead

animals : thus it becomes the useful

scavenger of oriental lands.



AARD WOLF.
SPOTTED HYENA. .-,

STRIPED HYENA. .



AFRICAN LION. -,-

LIONESS AND CUBS.



AFRICAN LION.

This noble and powerful animal is

distinguished chiefly by its long,

flowing mane and tufted tail. It

lives in desert, arid plains. During
the clay, it slumbers in its retreat,

and, at night, goes out in search of

prey. Its roaring resembles the

sound of distant thunder.

The Lioness is smaller than the

Lion, and lias no mane. She is very

fond of her cubs, and watches over

them with great care and tenderness.

The colour of the Lion's coat, when

young, is yellow, striped with small,

brown bars.

The Lion, inhabits Africa and some

parts of Asia, /.
f., Arabia, and Per-

sia, and some parts of India. There

is but one species of the Lion.
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THE LEOPAKD.

The Leopard is a very fierce,

though beautiful, animal. It is

smaller and more active than the

tiger, and will sometimes spring

upon its prey with a bound of 40
feet.

BLACK I'ANTHEK.

The Black Panther is found, prin-

cip-iily, in Afri6a, It swims and
elinvbs with great ease, and feeds on

domestic quadrupeds, birds, fishes,

and turtle's eggs.

T!i!<: TiCIER

r

t h e
'

Tiger equals the lion in

strev gth, and surpasses it in fierce-

ness ILL seizing prey, it approaches
its vi

r

:1 im stealthily, and then springs
suddenly apon it with a terrific roar.

It is the scourge of India, destroying

many lives yearly.



LEOPARD,
BLACK PANTHER.

TIGER.



JAGUAR, CATS, SQUIRRELS,

JAGUAR. PUMA.

LONDON :-F. WARNE & CO., BEDFORD STREET, STRAND.



THE JAGUAR.

The Jaguar inhabits the American

forests. It is. nearly as strong and

daring as the tiger. It climbs and

swims with great ease, and preys on

the larger domestic quadrupeds and

monkeys, and also on tortoises and

fishes. Its limbs are short but very

thick.

THE PUMA.

The Puma is called the American

Lion. It is a large and savage ani-

mal, and has also many of the qual-

ities of a cat. It climbs trees with

great ease
; but, in the day-time, is

seldom seen, as it searches for its

prey at night.
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.WILD CAT. CARACAL. .

,
SERVAL.

. ;
OUNCE.



PERSIAN CAT.

ANGOLA CAT.

DOMESTIC CAT AND KITTENS.



CATS.

THE PERSIAN CAT.

The Persian Cat is slate-coloured,

and has very long fur, especially on

its neck and tail.

THE ANGOLA CAT.

The Angola Cat has long, white

hair, of silvery whiteness and silky

texture.

DOMESTIC CAT.

The Domestic Cat is so well known

to us that it hardly needs a descrip-

tion. It is an affectionate animal,

but cannot be trusted like the dog,

being by nature cowardly and trea-

cherous. It is, however, of great

use to us in destroying rats and mice.
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THE LYNX, &c.

The LYNX comes from Asia. Its

fur is of a reddish grey, beautifully

speckled with black. It frequents
mountains and thickly wooded dis-

tricts.

The ARCTIC Fox inhabits the

Frozen Kegions. It is smaller than

the Common Fox, and is often killed

for its fur.

The CROSS Fox derives its name
from a black cross on the shoulders.

It inhabits the Northern parts of

America.

The COMMON Fox is a native of

Europe and the North of America
and Asia. It is noted for its craft

and sagacity.

The CHEETAH inhabits Southern

Asia, and parts of Africa. Its for is

very beautiful.



LYNX.
CROSS Fox.

COMMON Fox.

PHTCKTA.H..

ARCTIC Fox.



MOUSE.

JERBOA.
RAT.

MTTCTT k'AT

DORMOUSE.
FIELD MOUSE.



MICE AND EATS.

The MOUSE is an inhabitant of al-

most every country. It lives on

whatever food it can obtain

The DORMOUSE is a pretty little

creature with soft fur. It lives on

trees, and feeds on fruits.

The JEKBOA is a native ofBarbary.
It is remarkable for its long hind

feet.

The FIELD MOUSE is found all

over Europe, except Italy. It is

about the size of the common mouse.

The HAT is a large and destructive

animal. It feeds chiefly on veget-

able substances.

The MUSK RAT is a native of

India and Canada. In winter, it

builds huts of clay on the ice.
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THE SQUIRREL, &e.

The FLYING SQUIRREL is found in

the forests of Poland and Hussia,

and also in North America.

The COMMON SQUIRREL is a lively,

graceful little animal, with a long,

bushy tail. It builds its nest in>

lofty trees, and feeds upon fruit.

In summer, Squirrels store up food

for the winter.

The CHINCHILLA is very valuable

on account of its fur, the colour of

which is clear grey. It inhabits

South America, and very much re-

sembles a rabbit.

The PORCUPINE inhabits Africa,

India, and Italy ;
and is known at

once by the sharp spines with which

it is armed. It burrows in the

ground, and feeds on fruits, berries,

and roots.



FLYING SQUIRRELS.
(Seated.)

COMMON SQUIRREL.
CHINCHILLA.

PORCUPINE.

(Flying.}



HARE.

PRAIRIE DOGS.

RABBIT.

MARMOT.
BEAVER.



THE HARE, &c.

The HARE is remarkable for its

swiftness in running, and its keen

sense of hearing. It feeds on leaves,

fruit, and herbs.

The RABBIT is smaller than the

hare, and has much shorter ears.

It makes burrows in the ground.
The PRAIRIE DOGS are natives of

North America/ They live together
in large numbers, and burrow in the

ground.
The MARMOT is the same in its

habits as the prairie dog. It is a

sociable little creature, easily tamed.

It passes the winter in sleep.

The BEAVER is distinguished by its

tail, which is flat and oval in shape.

It inhabits North America, and is

always found near rivers and lakes.
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THREE TOED SLOTH.

This strange creature derives its

name from its slow movements. Al-

though a very good climber, it can

scarcely move at all on the ground ;

and, for this reason, passes most part

of its life suspended from the branch-

es of trees.

THE GKEAT ANT-EATER.

The Great Ant Eater is a native

of Brazil and Guiana. It has a long,

slender head, and a bushy tail. It

feeds entirely on ants, which it con-

vey, to its mouth by means of its

tongue.
THE ARMADILLO.

The Armadillo is found in Ame-
rica. It is remarkable for its hard,

scaly coat.



THREE TOED SLOTH.

GREAT ANT-EATER.

ARMADILLO,



ELEPHANTS, HORSES, CAMELS.

INDIAN ELEPHANT.

LONDON :-F. WARNE & CO., BEDFORD STREET, STRAND,



THE INDIAN ELEPHANT

In this picture we have the Indian

Elephant, which differs from the

African in having much smaller ears

and tusks. It ; s of a very mild and

gentle disposition, and will never do

harm unless irritated. Owing to

the shortness of its neck, the Ele-

phant would be quite unable to feed

itself were it not for its long trunk,

by means of which it conveys food

to its mouth. It delights in cool,

shady places near rivers
; and, as it-

swims with great ease, it frequently

bathes in the water. The Elephant
is' a very intelligent animal, and

often becomes much attached to its

keeper.
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MALAY TAPIR

This animal inhabits the forests of

the island of Sumatra, and the pen-

insula of Malacca, and feeds on trees

and plants. It is very fond of the

water.

CAPE ANT EATEK.

The Gape Ant Eater is a native

of Africa. As its name signifies, it

feeds upon ants which it searches

for at night. During the day, it

sleeps.

HIPPOPOTAMUS.

This is a very fierce and stupid

animal. It is found in the rivers of

Central and Southern Africa, where

it feeds on roots and coarse plants.



MALAY TAPIR.
CAPE ANT-EATER.

HIPPOPOTAMUS.



TWO-HORNED RHINOCEROS.

SINGLE-HORNED RHINOCEROS.



TWO-HORNED RHINOCEROS.

The Two-horned Rhinoceros is a

native of Africa, and seems to have

been the kind known to the ancient

Romans. Besides the two horns, it

differs from the Indian Rhinoceros

in having a much smoother skin.

It frequents marshy places, and feeds

on herbs and the branches of trees.

SINGLE-HORNED RHINOCEROS.

This Rhinoceros is an inhabitant

of the East Indies. As its name

shows, it has only one horn, which

is situated in the middle of the

snout. It is naturally of a quiet, in-

offensive disposition, but very furious

and dangerous when attacked.
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PECCARY.

WILD BOAR.

WART HOG.

Sow AND PIGS



ARM; HORSE.
CART-HORSE. SHETLAND PONY.

RACE-HORSE. TONY.



THE HOESE.

The ARAB HORSE is the handsom-

est and noblest of all horses, and is

loved so ranch by the Arab that he

can scarcely ever be induced to part

with it.

The CART-HORSE is larger than

the others, and is noted for its

strength and patience.

The SHETLAND PONY comes from

the islands North of Scotland. It

is very small, not much larger than

a Newfoundland dog.

The RACE-HORSE is distinguished

by its beautiful Arabian head. It

is tall, and has a very long body.

The PONY comes from the New

Forest. It is rough and hardy.
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THE ZEBRA, &c.

The ZEBRA is a native of South-

ern Africa. It delights in mount-

ainous countries, and runs with such

speed that only the best horses can

overtake it.

The QUAGGA bears a very great

resemblance to the Zebra, except in

its gentler disposition. It inhabits

the same country.

The WILD Ass inhabits the moun-

tainous deserts of Tartary. It is

celebrated for its fiery activity, and

fleetness in running.

The COMMON Ass is one ofour most

useful domestic animals. Though
not so powerful as the horse, it is

.more patient and quiet.



QUAGGA.
COMMON Ass.



ARABIAN CAMEL, OR DROMEDARY.

BACTRIAN CAMEL,
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MUSK DEER, &c.

The MUSK DEER is a native of the

mountainous part of Northern Asia,

Its tail is very short, and its hair so

coarse that it resembles spines.

The LLAMA is very like a camel,

and about as large as a stag. It is

a native of Peru, and was employed

by the people of that country as a

beast of burden.

The VICUNIA is no larger than a

sheep. It hair, or, rather, wool, is

extremely soft and fine.

The SOOTY PACA inhabits the

woods of South America. It swims

and dives remarkably well, and feeds

on fruits and tender plants.



MUSK DEER.

VICUNIA.

LLAMA.

SOOTY PACA.
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THE SABLE ANTELOPE.

The Sable Antelope, a native of

Southern Africa, is considered one

of the most beautiful animals exist-

ing. It lives in small herds of 10 or

12
; and, owing to its shyness, and

remarkable speed, does not easily

become a prey to the hunter,

THE GAZELLE,

The Gazelle is a beautiful little

animal, with large soft eyes. It is a

native of Africa, and Asia, and lives

in herds. It is very swift in flight.

THE GIRAFFE.

The Giraffe is found only in the

deserts of Southern Africa. The

leaves of trees form its principal food,

for gathering which its long neck is

well adapted.
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THE ELK.

The Elk is a large deer with broad

or flat horns. It is a native of the

forests of the North of Europe and

America.

THE REINDEER.

The Reindeer is found only in the

North of Europe and America. The

Laplanders could not live in their

cold country, without the Reindeer.

It gives them milk, flesh, and gar-

ments of its skin
;
and draws their

sledges swiftly over the snow.

THE MOOSE.

The Moose, a large Elk, is found

in the North of both Europe and

America. It lives in herds. Its

skin is very valuable.



ELK.

REINDEER.
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THE TARTARY SAIGA.

The Tartaiy Saiga is a native

of Asia and, also, of Africa. The

natives of South Africa arm their

spears with the points of its sharp
horns.

THE ANTELOPE.
The Antelope is a native of Africa

and Asia. It is a very gentle, timid

animal, wonderfully swift in flight,

Even the greyhound can scarcely

equal the speed of the antelope.

THE BUBALE.
The Bubale is a large antelope

a native chiefly of Africa.

THE GNU.
The Gnu has the body of a horse,

and its' head resembles, slightly, that

of the Cape Buffalo. It is found

North of the Cape of Good Hope.
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THE IBEX.

The Ibex inhabits the steepest

and loftiest mountains of Europe,

Asia, and Africa. It is a goat, but

resembles the antelope in -fleet-ness.

THE CHAMOIS.

The Chamois is a native of the

Alps and of other high mountains,

though it never ascends to so great

an altitude as the Ibex.

THE FALLOW DEEK.

The Fallow Deer is a native of

Europe, and to be seen in English

parks.

THE VIRGINIAN DEEK.

The Virginian Deer is a native of

America.



IBEX. COMMON ANTELOPE.
CHAMOIS.

VIRGINIAN DEER.
FALLOW DEKR.



ANGORA GOAT.

THIBET GOAT..

CRETAN GOAT.

COMMON GOAT.



THE ANGORA GOAT.

The Angora Goat is a native of

Cappadocia. Its fleece is soft and

silky, and is usecl in the manufacture

of shawls.

THE THIBET GOAT.

From the Thibet Goat's fleece, the

famous Cashmere shawls are manu-

factured.

THE CKETAN GOAT.

The Cretan Goat is a native of

the island of Crete. It has a long

fleece.

THE COMMON GOAT.

The Common Goat is a native of

iWales and other mountainous coun-

tries. Its milk is rich and nourish-

ing, and often ordered for invalids.
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THE ARGALI.

The Argali, the largest wild sheep

known, inhabits the elevated steppes

of Siberia, and is found in Kamts-

chatka, the highest mountains of

Barbaiy, Corsica, and Greece. Its

milk is used as an article of food,

and the flesh of the young is eaten.

It is a very agile animal.

THE AFRICAN SHEEP.

The African Sheep, with its half-

fleece, is found only in Africa.

THE COMMON SHEEP.

The Common Sheep is found all

over Europe, America, and Asia.

Its wool is of the greatest service to

man
,

its flesh, (mutton), forms liis

chief food.
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HUNGARIAN Ox.
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HIGHLAND Ox.
BISON.

INDIAN Ox.



THE OX.

The Ox is the most valuable of

all animals to man.

THE HUNGARIAN OX.

Oxen with long horns are pecu-
liar to Hungary.

THE HIGHLAND OX.

The Highland Ox, is, of course, a

native of Scotland.

THE BISON.

The Bison is a ferocious bull found

only in the great marshy forests of

Lithuania and the Caucasus.

THE INDIAN OX.

The Indian Ox resembles the

Buffalo in possessing a hump, but is

a domestic animal, found also in

Egypt and Greece.
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THE YAK.

The Yak, or Grunting Cow, is a

native of Thibet, inhabiting the

highest plateaux in Asia, between

the Himalayas and the Peling

Mountains. It is a domestic ani-

mal^andis of great use to its owners,

on account of its milk and curd. It

is also used as a beast of burden.

Its tail still constitutes the standard

used by the Turks to distinguish

their superior officers.

THE AMERICAN BISOJSu

The American Bison, or Buffalo, is

a native of North America. It is a

wild,/fierce animal, living in herds

on the great prairies<,
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AMERICAN BISON.



BUFFALO, FANGAKOO,

MUSK Ox. CAPE BUFFALO.
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THE MUSK OX.

The Musk Ox is found only in the

Arctic regions of North America.

Its tail has a powerful scent of musk,
which is also found in its flesh.

The Musk Ox is savage and bold,

but is often hunted by the Esqui-

maux. They make caps of its tail,

the hairs of which, falling over their

face, defend them from musquitoes.

THE CAPE BUFFALO.

The Cape Buffalo inhabits the

plains and forests of the interior of

Southern Africa. It lives in herds,

and is extremely fierce and cunning.

It will lurk amidst the trees and

suddenly attack the unsuspecting

traveller, rushing on him furiously.
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THE KANGAROO.

The Kangaroo is found only in

Australia. It moves by great hops,

and is hunted with greyhounds. Its

flesh is thought good.

THE OPOSSUM.

The Opossum is found in Mexico

and the Southern United States.

THE BANDICOT.

The Bandicot is a native of Aus-

tralia. It feeds on roots,,

THE ZEBRA WOLF.

The Zebra Wolf is a native of

Van Dieman's Land. It is a beast

of prey, and the most formidable of

the Australian animals. It feeds on

kangaroos and sheep, if it can get

them.



KANGAROO. OPOSSUM.

BANDICOT.
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THE SEA LION.

The Sea Lion is a gigantic Seal,

twenty feet long, found on the coasts

of the Pacific Ocean, chiefly near

the Straits of Magellan.

THE SEA ELEPHANT.

The Sea Elephant is a very large

Seal, found on the Southern shores

of the Pacific, off Terra del Fuego,

Chili, and New Zealand. It supplies

great quantities of oil.

THE WALRUS.

The Walrus is a native of the

Arctic regions. It is of enormous

size, and very fierce. The Walrus

supplies the chief food of the Ken-

selaer Bay Esquimaux. It is not

fifted with the intelligence ofthe seal.
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THE DOLPHIN.
The Dolphin is a very large fish,

found in the temperate parts 01 the

Atlantic, and in the Mediterranean.

The Dolphin is very intelligent : its

brain is nearly as large as that of the

dog or elephant.

THE PORPOISE.
The Porpoise is to be seen in

every sea
;
and has even been found

in the Thames. It throws itself

out of the water in a very awkward

manner.

THE NARWHAL.
The Narwhal is found in the Arc-

tic Seas. Its long tusk or spear can

pierce wood, and has been known

to perforate a British man-of-war.

It has probably caused the loss of

many ships by leakage.



DOLPHIN.

PORPOISE. NORWHAL.
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THE GREENLAND WHALE.

The Greenland Whale is a nathre

of the Arctic Seas, and is of great

value on account of its oil and whale-

bone. It is one of the largest fish

that swim
;
but feeds only on the

tiniest marine creatures, which it

strains from the water through the

fringes of whalebone in its mouth.

THE CACHALOT.

The Cachalot, or Sperm Whale, is

also a giant of the deep. From its

head is obtained spermaceti ; and,

also, ambergris, a peculiar odorous

substance. The Cachelot has only

one " ; blow-hole" through which he

breathes and casts up the water :

the whale has two, as you Avillsee

in the picture.
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THE CONDOR.

The Condor is the largest of the

birds of prey. It is found in the

highest mountains of the Cordilleras

and Andes, South America. The
Condors live in pairs. They feed on
dead carcases

; but, when hungry,
will attack living animals.

THE LAMMERGEYER.

The Lammergeyer, or Bearded

Culture, is found on the high moun-
tains of the Eastern Hemisphere,
and is the largest European bird,

It devours the chamois, marmot,
hare, &c., and will even carry off

children.

KING VULTURE.

The King Vulture is found in

Asia, Africa, and Europe. It feeds

on dead bodies and carrion of all

kinds
;

and is the scavenger of

Eastern cities.



CONDOR. LAMMERGEYER.

KING VULTURE.



GOLDEN EAGLE. IMPERIAL EAGLE.

BALD EAGLE.



THE GOLDEN EAGLE.

The Golden Eagle is a native of

Europe, and fe called the king of

birds. It is a bird of prey.

THE IMPERIAL EAGLE is rather

smaller than the Golden Eagle. The

BALD EAGLE is only another species.

The EAGLE is found also in the

New World, and in Africa and Asia.

The African Eagle is noted for kill-

ing and eating serpents. These

serpent eagles, as they are called,

are found also in Asia and the South

of Europe. The Eagle builds on

high and inaccessible cliffs
;

it re-

turns to the same nest year after

year. The nest is called its
"

eirie."

The sight of the eagle is wonderfully

acute and strong ;
it can gaze full

OB tke sun.
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THE KITE.

The Kite is a native of England
and of the continent of Europe.
There is also an Asiatic Kite. They
are birds of prey, and robbers of the

farmers' hen-roosts.

THE KESTREL.
The Kestrel is a falcon or hawk.

THE PEREGRINE FALCON.
This noble bird is found both in

the New and Old Worlds. From
its name, the sport of killing small

birds by means of hawks, was called

falconry.
THE SPARROW HAWK.

Is a common English bird of prey,
found also in Asia, Africa, and the

continent of Europe.
The Merlin is a sporting Falcon.

THE BUZZARD,
The Buzzard is found in most

parts of the world.



KITE. KESTREL

PEREGRIM FALCON.
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OWLS, SWALLOWS", WARBLERS.

BARN-, BROWN, AND SNOWY OWLS.
SCOPS EARED, EAGLE, COQUIMBO, AND LITTLE OWL.
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OWLS.

The Barn Owl is a bird of prey,
nocturnal in its .habits. It feeds on

rats, mice, small birds, &c. It is

protected from cold by soft, -downy

wings, which are so constructed as

to make 110 noise in flying. This

Owl lays its eggs on the pellets of

undigested fur, bones, &c., w^hich it

disgorges.

SCOPS EARED OWL.

This Owl is very small, and is

found in Avarm latitudes.

EAGLE OWL.

This Owl is the largest and strong-
est of its kind, and is said to be able

to contend with eagles successfully.

COQUIMBO AND LITT /: OWLS,

These Owls are found on the Am-
erican continent. Owls have nearly
all the same habits. Their egg is

white and rough.
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SWALLOWS.

The HOUSE MARTIN builds its nest

against a wall, or under the eaves

of a house,-; selecting a goo4 and

pure air for its nurslings. It is a

bird of passage.
The SWALLOW is a yearly visitor

to Britain, coming in spring, and

leaving in autumn. It catches its

prey on the wing.
The SAND MARTIN is the smallest

of our British Swallows. For it^

nest it bores holes threq or four feet

in depth, in cliffs of freestone.

The SWIFT is the swiftest of Swal-

lows. It devours an immense quan-

tity of insects. The foot of the

Swift, unlike that of any other bird,

has no hinder t.pev

The NfGHTJAR Is, like the Swal-

lows, a bird of passage which reaches

England in May. It feeds on insects,

especially cockchafers, and is a bird

of night.



HOUSE-MARTIN. SWALLOW.
SAND MARTIX.

SWIFT.

NIGHTJAR.



EMERALD BIRD OF PARADISE.

HOOPOE. TOPAZ HUMMING BIRD.

KINGFISHER.
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THE CREEPER, &c.

The CREEPER is an agile climber.

It probes the bark of trees with its

beak, to find the insects which are

its food.

The BEE-EATER lives in deep holes

in sandy banks. It feeds on insects.

The WHIP-POOR-WILL is named
from its note, which plainly utters

the words "
Whip poor Will."

The MOCKING BIRD is a native of

America and the West India Islands.

It can imitate the notes of other

birds, and airs played or whistled to it.

The NUTHATCH feeds on nuts and

insects, and is found in all cold and

temperate climates.

The
'

CUCKOO '

is migratory, and
visits us early in the spring. It

builds no nest, but leaves its eggs
in the nests of other birds.

The WRYNECK is found all over

Europe. It feeds on ants and other

insects.



CREEPER
BEE-EATER. WHIP-POOR-WILL.

MOCKING BIRD.

NUTHATCH. CUCKOO. WRYNECK.
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ROBIN. WREN. COMMON SHRIKE,

NIGHTINGALE. THRUSH.

PIED WAGTAIL.



WARBLERS AND CREEPERS,

The Itobin, the beloved Jjbei of

children, Is found only in jpie Old

World, inhabiting Europe as far as

the Eastern border of Asia Minor.

The Wren is found in Europe and
America. It is a very bold bird,

though so small.

The Slirike is found in Europe,
Asia, Africa, and America. From
its habit of skewering its prey on a

thoriif and hanging up small birds

by the tendons of their wings, it has

been called the Butcher Bird.

The Nightingale migrates between

Europe and Africa. It arrives in

England in April, and leaves us in

June.

The Pied Wagtail is found in

Europe and America
;

and other

species, everywhere. They all de-

light
in the banks of streams and

margins of ponds.
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CROWS.

Tlic Rook inhabits every pUM;t of

Europe, and is very common in

land. It is a very shrewd bird.

The Grow is found in most parts
of the globe. It will eat eggs, and
even carry off a chicken. It feeds

also on carrion. The Starling is

nearly related to the ( . It can

be taught to speak. Th? Raven is

the largest of the Crow family. It

is found in all parts of the Northern

Hemisphere. The Jay belongs only
to the Old World. It is a clever

bird, and imitates sounds well. The

Magpie is noted for its thievish

habits : it is the monkey of birds.

The Jackdaw7 lives in -cljurc.il stetpl0s
and old towers. It i|ffeembles the

Magpie in its thievish habits, and is

a very amusing bird, pert and bold
in its ways. It shows a great attach-

rr.cunt for man and his: Habitation.



JACKDAW.



CHAFFINCH.

HAWFINCH.
BULLFINCH.

YELLOWHAMMER. SISKIN.



FINCHES.

The Chaffinch builds a beautiful

nest. It has been called the Old

Bachelor, because, in November, the

hen birds quit England, leaving num-
bers of male birds behind them.
The beautiful Goldfinch can be

taught to perform amusing tricks.

The Hawfinch lives on nuts and
berries.

The Canary was brought originally
from Teneriffe and the Canary islands,

and is found only in c vges.

The Bullfinch can be taught to

pipe tunes. It is a very affectionate

bird.

The Yellowhammer, or Bunting,
is very handsome. It is sometimes
called the Scribble Clerk,, from the

marks like scribbling on its eggs.
The Siskin is a winter visitor to

England. It builds in the forests of

fir and pine in the North of Europe.
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WARBLEKS.
i

The Black Cap comes to us in

April, and leaves England again in

September. It sings almost as well

as the nightingale, and can imitate,

perfectly, the songs of all other birds.

The Furze Chat is migratory, and
found in most parts of the world.

The Sparrow is the commonest of

our birds.

The Blackbird has a sweet song,
and can be taught to whistle an air.

The Goldcrested AYreu i$ the

smallest of British song birds. It

lives in fir plantations, feeding on
the insects hidden beneath the bark

of the trees.

The Wheatear is of the ("hat fam-

ily. It is a migratory bird. The
native haunts of all the Ghats are on

wild and solitary moorlands, downs,
and commons. It is considered a

very delicate bird for the table,



LJLACK CAP. FURZE CHAT. HEDGE SPARROW.

BLACKBIRD. GOLDCRESTED WREN.
WHEATEA.R. .*
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WOODPECKERS, PARROTS, POULTRY.

PARAQUETS, WOODPECKERS, AND LOVEBIRDS.
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CLIMBING BIRDS.

The PAREAQUETS are beautiful little

birds, natives of Asia and Africa.

They may be taught to talk like

parrots, but not so easily.

The WOODPECKER is a native of

Europe, Asia, Africa, and America.

The Golden Woodpecker is found in

the dense forests bf India. The Green

Woodpecker is the most common in

England. This Woodpecker searches

for and eats ants' nests, but the

generality of these birds live on in-

sects found in the trunks andbranches

of trees which they are often heard

tapping with their beaks till they
find a hollow place where they are

sure to discover their prey. The

LOVEBIRDS come chiefly from Aus-

tralia.
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THE COCKATOO, &c.

The COCKATOO is found in the

Molucca islands and Australia, Its

name is derived from its peculiar cry.

The MACAWS are natives of South

America and the Wesl Indies. They
are the largest of the Parrot race;

but they are not as clever in learning
to speak as the common parrot.

The GREEN PARROT is; a nativ6

both of Asia and Africa, and can be

taught to talk, though the Grey
African Parrotspeaks the best.

The CuRASSbwis a large bird found

in South America, where it -lives in

the forests.

The SATIX BOWER BIRD is found

only in Australia. It makes itself a

bower which, it decorates with shells

and stones, as represented in the

picture,



MACAW. GREEN PARROT.

SATIN BOWER BIRD.

ri'RAssow.



OWL.

BANTAM COCK.

SILVER HAMBURGS.
DORKING COCK.

PEACOCK.

GAME COCK.

COCHIN CHINA FOWLS,



DOMESTIC POULTRY.

The Guinea Fowl comes from Af-

rica, and has long been an inhabitant

of English farm-yards.

The Peacock
1

is an Indian bird,

brought "to Europe by Alexander

the Great, but now com 111911 in

England.*-> =*-

^ Fowls of all Mnds will be well

ftnbwn to! our readers. The old

Eiotgikh Game Fowls are excellent.

The (Dochin China is one of our last

introductions to the poultry-yard.

For their eggs and flesh, fowls aref

very valuable to us; The Bantam

is a very little bird, but very coura-

geous. The Dorking has a .double

hind toe, that is, five toes instead

of four.
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PHEASANTS, &c.

The PHEASANT is a native of Asia,

though long known as a British

bird. It Is a game bird, preserved

by certain English laws.

GOLDEN and >TILVEE PHEASANTS

come from China and India, and are

rare and valuable birds.

The SNIPE is a common English
bird ; it lives by suction on worms,

slugs, and aqrtatic insects.

The TURKEY is a native of North

America
;

and is much prized at

Christmas feasts.

The PARTJIIDGE is a native of

Europe, preserved in England as a

gape bird.

The WOODCOCK is a migratory
bird. Its -early appearance here, is

thought to foretell a hard winter.



PHEASANT.

SNIPE.

GOLD PHEASANT.

SILVER PHEASANT.

TURKEY.
PARTRIDGE. WOODCOCK.



COLLARD DOVE. RINGDOVE. TURTLE DOVE.

JACOBIN DOVE. N. AFRICAN DOVE.

CARRIER PIGEON.

COMMON PLOVER. JUNGLE FOWL.



DOVES, &c.

The DOVE is widely distributed

throughput the world.

The RINGDOVE, or Woodpigeon,

may.be heard all the summer cooing
in our woodlands. The TURTLE
DOVE is remarkable for its great
affection for its mate.

The .CARRIER PIGEON possesses

the valuable power of finding its way
from almost any distance to its home.

Thus it has been found useful as a

letter-carrier in all ages. Beseiged

Paris, and Leydeh, knew the value

of Carrier Pigeons.
The PLOVER is found all over the

world. Its eggs are thought a great

delicacy.

The JUNGLE FOWL is found in the

deserts of India and neighbouring;
islands.
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SPOONBILL, &c.

The SPOONBILL is found in Europe,

Asia, and Africa, and visits Holland

with the Stork, It feeds on worms
and water-plants.
The OSTRICH is a native of the

deserts of Africa. It can run faster

than a race-horse, itr only uses its

wings to help its flight.

.
The CRANE is a native of Europe,

but is seldom seen now in England.
The HERON, or Hearne, is a Euro-

pean bird used in ancient falconry.

The BITTERN is a native ofEurope;
it haunts vraste places and svramps.

The STORK, a migratory bird,

which belongs to Africa and Europe,
is well known to all readers ofHans

Anderson. It is remarkable for its

intelligence and family affection.



SPOONBILL.

CROWNED CRANE.

HERON. BITTERN. STORK.



FLAMINGO. FLAMINGO ON NEST.

SCARLET IBIS. SACRED Ittis.

COOT.



THE FLAMINGO, &c.

The FLAMINGO is found in South-

ern Europe, Africa, and Asia. The
Red Flamingo is common on the

American continent and in the West
Indies. They ara magnificent birds,

especially when seen in flocks. The;

great length of their legs obliges

them to build a singular and peculiar

nest. (See picture.)

The IBISES are found in the warmer

parts of Asia, Africa, and America.

They are migratory birds in Egypt,
and because they arrive about the

time the Nile rises they were looked

upon by the ancient Egyptians as

sacred birds. -

The COOT is a native water bird

of England, fond of lakes and still

waters.
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THE WATER FOWL.

The Penguins are found on the

rocky islands of the Southern Ocean,
and South of South America and

Africa. They are frequently seen

on the floating icebergs of the great
Antarctic :Ocean. Penguins cannot

fly, but they swim very swiftly in

the sea, bounding through it like a

porpoise. The Puffin is common in

the Needles, and ofFBangor. Its im-

mense bill enables it to make cavities

in the cliffs. It is an excellent diver,

and lives on fish. Of the Duck and

Goose we need not speak, The
Great Northern Diver is found on

the coasts of the North Sea and

Arctic Ocean. The Swan is found

in Europe, Asia, and America, The
Black Swan belongs to Australia.



PENGUIN. PUFFIN. CRESTED GREBE.

DUCK. GOOSE.

GREAT NORTHERN DIVER.

SWAN.



- STORMY PETREL. TERN. SKIMMER. GULL.
GANNET. MALLARD.

LONDON ;-F. WARNE & CO,, BEDFORD STREET, STRAND.



SEA BIRDS.

The STORMY PETREL, called, by sailors,

Mother Gary's Chicken, is the smallest of

web-footed birds, being only six inches

long. It delights in storms, and is seen

riding on the heavy, rolling waves in

every sea.

The TERN, a pretty bird with a crim-

son beak, is common in Europe, Asia,

and America.

The SKIMMER differs from the Gull, in

the form of its bill only. It is found in

Europe and America.

GULLS are to be found in every part of

the world.

The GANNET, or Solan Goose, is found

in the Hebrides, and Northern countries.

It lives, of course, on fish.

The MALLARD, or Wild Duck, is the

origin of our domestic ducks. It is found

in Europe, Asia, and America.
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SEA BIRDS.

The FRIGATE BIRD is found in tropical

seas. It belongs to the Cormorants, but

differs from them by having -a. forked tail,

short feet, an immense spread of wing

(ten or twelve feet across), and a beak

both mandibles of which are curved at

the tip. It is found often at a great dis-

tance from land.

The CORMORANT is found on every

coast. It is the most voracious qf all

the web-footed birds.

The ALBATROSS is the largest of aquatic

birds. Its wings, extended, often measure

fifteen feet. It is found in the Southern

Ocean, Behring's Straits, and KamtschaW"

ka. It is a strong, bold bird ; and sailors

who have fallen overboard have found it

a formidable enemy. The egg of the

Albatross weighs a pound, and the bird

itself more than twenty pounds.



CORMORANT.
FRIGATE. BIRD.

ALBATROSS.



LAND TORTOISE.

GREEN TURTLE.

LEATHER-BACKED TURTLE.



TUETLES.

The TORTOISE is a native of all the

countries bordering on. the Mediterranean

Sea, and of many parts of Africa. It

lives to an extraordinary age. One, whgse

shell may yet be seen at Lambeth Palace,

was knoTTB 1o have lived from 1633 to

1753. It buries itself, and sleeps i& the

earth during -the winter, and awakes about

April.

The GREEN or Edible TURTLE is found

in the Torrid Zone, but chiefly in the

West -Indies and at Ascension, It is

called "Green," because its fat is of a

green colour. It is esteemed a great

luxury.

The LEATHER-BACKED TURTLE is covered

with a leathery skin, instead of horny

plates like the Green Turtle. It is the

largest of all Turtles, and is remarkable

for uttering a loud and singular cry.
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REPTILE'S.

The Crocodile is found in all the large

rivers of Africa. It is a terrible animal,

difficult to destroy, from the hardness

of the bony plates which cover it like

armour. The Crocodile can devour a

man ; and is formidable to swimmers in

African rivers. It is the largest of the

reptiles.

The Alligator is the Crocodile of the

New World, and is common in American

rivers. It is also called the Cayman,
and is feared as a devourer of everything

that comes within reach of its terrible

jaws. It differs from the African Cro-

codile only in the construction of its jaws.

It lays its eggs in the sandy banks of

the rivers ; happily, many of them are

devoured by birds and beasts of prey,

and ravenous fishes, as fifty or sixty are

laid at one time.



CROCODILE.

ALLIGATOR.



COMMON LIZARD.

SLOW-WORM.
IGUANA.

DRACO VOLANS.



REPTILES.

The LIZARD is a pretty little reptile,

active and timid ; inhabiting warm coun-

tries.

The IGUANA is a reptile found in the tro-

pical parts of South America. Its flesh

is esteemed delicious food.

The SLOW-WORM is to be found every-

where in England. It is like a snake,

but quite harmless, feeding only on slugs.

DRACO VOLANS is a flying Lizard. It

darts from tree to tree very nimbly.

The CHAMELEON is the most remarkable

of reptiles. Its feet resemble those of a

parrot, and it can, consequently, grasp the

boughs of trees. Its power of changing

colour is wonderful : imitating, exactly,

the tints of the leaves and branches a-

midst which it hides. It is found in

Northern Africa, the South of Spain, and

Sicily. It feeds on insects.
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SNAKES.

'The Boa Constrictor is an enormous

snake. It will devour quadrupeds of

large size, twining itself round its prey
so strongly that it suffocates the animal,

and breaks its bones. It then slowly

swallows it, beginning at the head. When

fully gorged, the serpent lies dull and

inactive, till its food is digested and

hunger returns.

The Python is a boa of the Old World,

and has the same method of killing its

prey. The Python is often thirty feet

long.

The Anaconda is a South American

snake of the Boa family, and the largest

of all serpents. It is called by the Indians

the " deer swallower," as it feeds on deer

and even larger animals. It has been

seen to kill and devour a tiger. The

Anaconda is also a Ceylonese snake.



BOA. CONSTRICTOR.

PYTHON.

ANACONDA.



ADDER. RINGED SNAKE.

PUFF ADDER
INDIAN' COBRA.



SNAKES.

The ADDER is a.venomous reptile of the

serpent kind, of a dull yellow colour, with

black spots ; found in Britain.

The RINGED SNAKE is destitute of poi-

sonous teeth, and is, consequently, harm-

less. The PUFF ADDER of the Cape of

Good Hope is a deadly snake.

The Indian- COBRA, or. Spectacled, or

Hooded Snake, is one of the most deadly.

The RATTLE-SNAKE;, which is found in

America, has a series of horny scales,

loosely fitting into each other, which

rattle when he moves. This rattle can be

heard at some distance, and warns the

hearer of the approach of the deadly

snake. The poison of snakes is secreted

in a gland at the base of two long curved

fangs in the upper jaw. The eye of the

Rattlesnake fascinates its prey; birds have

been seen actually to drop into its mouth.
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KEPTILES.

The COMMON TOAD is to be found all

over the Old World. It is a very ugly

reptile ;
but useful in gardens, as it feeds

on worms and insects.

The AMERICAN TOAD is much larger

than the European.

The FROG is also a native of both the

Old and New World.

The GREAT SALAMANDER is a native of

Japan, and.is allied to the Common Eu-

ropean Salamander, of which it was once

believed that it could live in the midst of

flames ; but this is a mere superstition.

Another species is met with in the fresh

waters of North America. It is called

there the Mud- devil.

The Salamanders habitually reside in

water, but are air-breathers exclusively.

The young are born in the shape of tad-

poles, and are provided with gills; but

when grown breathe as frogs do.



COMMON TOAD.

S. AMERICAN TOAD.

FROG.

GREAT SALAMANDER.



.SHARKS, EELS, AND FLATFISH.

SAWFISH. SPOTTED DOG FISH.
HAMMER HEADED SHARK.

WHITE SHARK.
PILOT FISH.

LONDON !-F. WARNE & CO., BEDFCRD STREET, STRAND,



THE SAWFISH, &c.

The SAWFISH, armed with its double-

edged spear, is able to attack the largest

whales. Its teeth resemble a pavement
of small pebbles. It is fifteen feet long.

The SPOTTED DOG FISH is a species of

Shark. The eggs of the Dog Fish are

often found, on the shore, by children,

who call them mermaids' purses. There

is a great deal of oil in the brain of the

Dog Fish. Of its skin, shagreen is made.

The WHITE SHARK is the terror of sea-

men in the Mediterranean and Atlantic.

[t will bite a man in halves, if he get

within its reach ; and will swallow every-

thing eatable or not eatable. The HAMMER

HEADED SHARK is not quite so dangerous.

The PILOT FISH is so called because it

follows ships to pick up food, and is said

to ^uide the shark to his prey.
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SWORD FISH, &c.

The SWORD FISH, (whose formidable

sword is fifteen feet long), is found more

frequently in the Mediterranean than in

the Atlantic. It is taken with harpoons.

The TORPEDO is a British fish. It gives

an electric shock when touched. Its

electricity is contained in two elevations

extending from the eyes half-way down

the body.

The THORNBACK derives its name from

the spiny character of its tail, with which

it defends itself against its enemies.

The GLOBE FISH has the power of

swelling itself up like a balloon, by swal-

lowing air. This furnishes it with a

means of defence : for, when the skin is

thus distended, the spikes stand erect,

and, as it were, arm it against attaSk.

When thus swollen they turn over and

thus float on the surface of the sea. They
are found in the Tropics.



SWORD FISH.

TORPEDO.

THORNBACK.
GLOBE FISH.



REMORA.

ELECTRIC EEL.
COMMON EEL.
LAMPREY.
MUR/ENA.

LUMPSUCKER



EELS, &c.

The ELECTRIC EEL is celebrated for the

violent electric shocks it can give when-

ever it chooses. These fish are so nume-

rous 1:1- So'-ilh America that travelling is

sometimes hindered by them : for the

streams in j^iich there are any number

of them cannot lye passed. Water being
a conductor of electricity, a severe shock

may be received in it even when the eel

is at some distance/The COMMON EEL is

well known.

The LAMPREY is a species of Eel with a

mouth like a leech's, which enables it to

hold to objects by suction.

The* MUR^ENA was thought a great deli-

cacy by the ancient Romans. It is com-

mon in the Mediterranean.

The LUMPSUCKER is often caught off our

coasts. Like the Lamprey, it can hold

on strongly to anything by suction, and

it is difficult to break its hold.
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THE SOLE, TUNNY FISH, .&c.

The SOLE is a well-known fish. It is

formed to swim, not with its back up-

wards (as other fish do), but on its side.

The TUNNY FISH resembles a gigantic

mackerel. It is found chiefly in the Me-

diterranean. The flesh of this fish is

much liked : it resembles beef, and is

preserved in oil.

The STURGEON is called the king of fish.

All those caught in the Thames belong to

the Queen by right. Isinglass and ca-

viare are made from the air bladder and

roe of the Sturgeon.

The FILE FISH, covered with hard,

rasping scales, is found chiefly in the

torrid zone.

The SUN FISH is sometimes caught off

our coasts
; its tail is so short and so high

that it looks like a fish with the hinder

part cut off.
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SOLE.

STURGEON.

TUNNY FISH.

FILE FISH.

SUN FISH.



FLYING-FISH.
CORYPHENE ANGLER.

ANCHOVY.
HERRING.

COD-FISH.



FLYING FISH, &c.

The FLYING FISH are found in all trop-

ical seas. They have many enemies, and

their pectoral fins, serving as wings, help

them to fly out of the water, and thus

escape them : though they often become,

while in the air, the prey of the sea birds.

The CORYPHCENA is the Dolphin of the

poets, which was said to have carried

Arion on shore, and which, when dying,

changes its hue to many brilliant colours.

It is not the true Dolphin which has been

described previously.

The ANGLER is a large fish which has

slender rods, furnished with tassels re-

sembling worms, on its head. With

these he angles for 'his prey the small

fish.

The ANCHOVY is found chiefly in the

Mediterranean. The HERRING and COD-

FISH are well known as valuable Brit '''

fish.
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MULLET AND KIVEB, FISH.

The MULLET is a delicate British fish.

The TENCH, CARP, and TROUT are river fish

well known to British anglers. The Carp
is said to live to a very great age, even

for centuries. It is found throughout

Europe. It has no teeth, and feeds on

grain and vegetable substances.

The SALMON is also a valuable British

fish. It is found iu the arctic seas, whence

it ascends rivers in large shoals every

spring, especially the rivers of Norway
and Sweden.

The PIKE is a very voracious river fish,

which devours small fish in great num-

bers. Moorhens and ducks, also, often

fall a prey to it.

The GAR-FISH is the Sea-Pike. .Its

bones are green.

The SCABBARD-FISH has a body strangely

flattened at the sides. It is sometimes

called the Ribband-fish.



i. MULLET. 2. TKXCIL 3. CARP.

4. TROUT. 5. SALMON. 6. PIKE. 7. GAR-FISH.

8. SCABBARD-FISH.



HADDOCK.
MACKEREL FLYING GURNARD.

TURBOI
JOHN DOREY.



HADDOCK, &c.

The HADDOCK (fresli and dried) is a very
valuable British fish.

The MACKEREL is a beautiful and valu-

able fish caught on our coasts ; but it is

a migratory fish.

The FLYING GURNARD is common in the

Indian Seas. By means of its pectoral

fins, it can sustain itself out of water, in

the air, for a short time
;
and it does this

when pursued by the dolphin or bonito :

but, too often, only to fall a prey to the

frigate-bird, which is always ready to

pounce upon it. It is found, frequently,

in the Mediterranean.

The TURBOT is the most valuable and

delicious of flat fish.

The JOHN DOREY the ugliest of fish

is thought a great delicacy by epicures.

Like the Turbot, it is a native of our seas;

also of the Mediterranean and -Atlantic.

Tt is very voracious.
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THE GREAT WEAVER, &c.

The GREAT WEAVER, or Sting Bull, is a

small fish, ten or twelve inches long. It

has the power of wounding the hands of

fishermen with its spinous fins, and the

wounds thus inflicted cause great inflam-

ation and pain.

The SPRAT belongs to the herring fam-

ily, and is a valuable British fish.

The SMELT belongs to the salmon fam-

ily,
and is esteemed very delicious.

The MINNOW is a little fish, about three

inches long, generally found in gravelly

rivulets and trout streams. Its scales

are very smalL It is used as bait for

pike and trout.

The BULLHEAD, or Miller's Thumb, is

also found in clear brooks and streams.

It is only four or five inches long. It is

so remarkably stupid that whatever num-

ber may be together the most inexpert

angler may catch them easily if he pleases.



GREAT WEAVER
SPRAT,
SMELT.
MINNOW.
BULLHEAD.



SHELL-FISH, BUTTERFLIES, &c.

HERMIT CRAB. COMMON CRAB. LOBSTER SHRIMP.
PRAWN. MANTIS SHRIMP.

LONDON :-F. WARNE & CO. BEDFORD STREET, STRAND.



SHELL FISH.

The HERMIT CRAB is found on English

shores. It makes its home in an empty

shell, generally that of a whelk, and,

when it outgrows it, moves into a larger

one. Its large claws differ greatly in

size
?
sa that when the hermit crab retires

into; his home, the smaller one can be

quite concealed while the larger one closes

and guards the entrance. The two suc-

ceeding pairs of legs have no pincers, but

end in sharp levers which are very strong.

The COMMON CRAB, the LOBSTER, and

SHRIMP need no description.

The PRAWN differs from the shrimp in

size, and also in having a serrated or

toothed ridge which runs along the back

of its head.

The MANTIS SHRIMP is so named from

the resemblance between its fore legs and

those of the insect mantis.
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BEETLES, OR SHIELD-WINGEI)
INSECTS.

These insects are very rapacious and

ferocious. They have been said to re-

present amongst insects the falcon and

hawk amongst birds : being creatures of

prey. They are of great use, as they

diminish the number of noxious insects ;

and some of them, especially the Burying

Beetles, act as scavengers, clearing away

decayed matter, and burying birds, mice,

rats, moles, &c.

STKAIGHT-WINGED INSECTS.

These insects feed entirely on vegeta-
tion. The Grasshopper and Cricket are

known to everyone. Their relative, the

Locust, is harmless, individually, but

when. it comes in swarms, is most des-

tructive and terrible, as it devours every- (

thing green in the land, and has often

caused famines.



i. Fire-Fly of Brazil. 2. Indian Tiger Beetle. 3. Stag Beetle.

4. Female Glowworm. 5. Striped Click Beetle, Brazil.

6. Cockchafer. 7. Deathwatch. 8. Locust. 9. Cockroach.

10. Grasshopper. n. Earwig. 12. Cricket,

i^. Chrysochroa, India. 14. Ground Beetle.



r. Nest of White Ant (Termiti). 2. Suspended Wasps Nest.

3. Common Wasp. 4. Demoisell Dragon Fly.

5, 6. Soldiers of White Ants. 7. Hornet.
8. Worker of White Ant. 9. Wood Ant. 10. Red Ant.



LACE-WINGED INSECTS.

The White Ants, and Dragon Fly re-

present these insects in our picture.

The White Ants are very destructive

creatures, not at all related to our indus-

trious little ants. They devour wood,

and clothes, and, indeed, everything they

come across. They are found in all tro-

pical countries. Their "
hills

"
or nests,

are very large and curious, and may
easily be mistaken for villages.

MEMBKANE-WIKGED INSECTS.

Among these are our own Ants, noted

for their foresight and industry ; and the

Wasps who make paper nests from pieces

of old wood or bark. We give, in the

picture, a representation of a suspended

wasps' nest.

The habits of all these insects are sin-

gular, and will well repay study and

investigation..
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SCALE-WINGED INSECTS.

The Butterflies and Moths form this

order of insect life.

These beautiful creatures have in all

ages won the admiration of mankind;

and, by the ancient Greeks, were regarded
as a type or emblem of the soul.

The mouth of the butterfly is adapted
to pump up honey from the flowers. It

has a singular proboscis resembling a

double whiplash of rings, which, when

not in use, is coiled up beneath the head.

The Butterfly begins life as a cater-

pillar, which, in due time, is rolled up as

a chrysalis, from which the insect bursts

in full beauty ; hence the Greek fancy of

its resembling the human soul.

In the fifth plate, Nos. 11 and 12, will

be seen a Caterpillar and Chrysalis that

of the Peacock Butterfly. Tlie chrysalis

is generally suspended to a leaf or twig.



i. Sarpedon. 2. Catagramma Metiscus. 3. Erycina Julia.

4. Catagramma Marchalii. 5. Dido (Brazil). 6. Hector.

7. Marsoetis. 8. Ze6nia. 9. Midamus. 10. Thais.

ii. Mesosemia Misipsa. 12. Phono. 13. Epicharis,



i. Clouded Yellow. 2. Purple Emperor. 3. Swallow Tail.

4. Red Admiral. 5. Peacock. 6. Brimstone.

7. Orange Tip. 8. Blue. 9. Veined White. 10. White Admiral.

"rX1,tifP-ock.



BTJTTEKFLIES.

In the preceding page will be seen the

chief of our English Butterflies.

The Purple Emperor chooses for his

home the summit of our grand, old oak

trees ; and, flying upwards from that

great height, mounts into the air, like

the lark, till he disappears.

The White and Yellow Butterflies are

our earliest visitors. About harvest-time

is seen & tiny Blue Butterfly (No. 8)

like a flying gem darting over the grass.

The true Butterflies fly7only by day ;

Hie Moths, in the morning or evening

twilight, or by night.

The wings of the Butterfly, viewed

under the microscope, are seen to con-

sist of thin, transparent films, lapping-

over each other like the scales of a fish,

and magnificently coloured, though to

the naked eye they appear like a fine dust.
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THE MOTHS.

The Death's-head Moth is so called

from a singular mark on it like a skull

and cross-bones. It flies in the twilight.

The Silkworm is the most important

of the Moths. It begins life from the

egg as a thin, black worm, like a thread

of silk, but grows to the len'gth of three

inches. It lives as a worm for thirty-four

days ; and, in that time, changes its skin

four times, feeding all the while on mul-

berry leaves. At the end of that time,

it spins itself into a Cocoon (see Nos.

8, 9.) This Cocoon contains the silk from

which our dresses, &c., are made. At

the end of twenty days the moth would

eat its way out, if the silk were not wound

off before the worm becomes changed into

the moth. The rearing of silkworms

forms an important branch of commerce

in many parts of the world.



I. Death's-head.

Z. Brimstone Moth with Caterpillar.

3. Burnet Moth and Cocoon.

4. Ailanthus Silkworm Moth.

Common Silkworm Moth

9. ) Caterpillar and Cocoon.

10. Swallow-tail Moth with Caterpillar
11. Tiger Moth.
12. Peach-Blossom Moth.

13. Emperor Moth.



i. GAD-FLY.
2. COMMON FLY.

3. BLUE-BOTTLE FLY.

4. TSETSE FLY.



TWO-WINGED INSECTS.

The Flies and Gnats, which form this

order, are well known. Flies feed on

carrion, and are, therefore, useful as a

species of scavengers.

The Gad-Flies torment horses, sheep,

deer, and cows, by laying their eggs in

their skin or nostrils. Happily, they are

not very common.

The Tsetse Fly is the most terrible of

these insects. Its poisonous bite is cer-

tain death to ox, horse, or dog, but it is

harmless to man. It is peculiar to Africa.

ARTICULATED ANIMALS.

The Giant Centipede is a horrid insect^

with forty-eight legs. The bite of the

Centipede is more dangerous than that of

the Scorpion.

The sting of the Scorpion is poisonous

and very dangerous.
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SPIDEKS.

Spiders are remarkable for their cun-

ning and voracity, and also for the curious !

apparatus which enables them to spin

their web. The mouth of the spider is

very fearful. The mandibles are each

terminated with a moveaEle fang, which

ends in a sharp point perforated with a

small hole through which the spider,

when she bites, distils a poison of such

potency that it causes the death of an in-

sect the instant she bites it.

The Clotho Durandi Spider constructs

a kind of tent, where it lives and rears its

young. The tent is made of a material

resembling taffeta, and is fastened to the

ground by silken threads. The Mason

Spiders dig tubes in the ground, where

they lurk for their prey. These tubes

are covered with a lid. In the picture, a

spider is coming out of one of them.



WOLF- SPIDER. CLOTHO DURANDII.
MYGALE.

COMMON SPIDER. MASON SPIDERS. -

WATER SPIDERS AND EGGS.



OCTOPUS, ANEMONES, & SHELLS.

NECKED BARNACLES. ACORN BARNACLES. SCALLOPS
PEARL OYSTER. PINNA MARINA. COMMON OYSTER.'

LONDON :-F. WARNE & CO., BEDFORD STRFFT. STRANn



BARNACLES AND BIVALVES.

All visitors to the sea-shore know these

creatures. The Necked Barnacles are to

be seen on nearly everything in the sea
;

on turtles, whales, and sea snakes, as well

as on inanimate substances. They feed

on minute living creatures, which they
catch with their plumed, featherlike arms,

which they cast forth to seize them.

Acorn Barnacles have no stems. They
feed in the same manner as the Necked

Barnacles. The Pinna Marina is a bi-

valve found in the Mediterranean and

some other seas. It catches its food by
means of a silky net of fine threads

which it throws out into the water.

The Pearl Oysters are found chiefly in

the Persian Gulf, and neighbourhood of

Ceylon. Many lives are
1
>& yearly in

diving for these oysters. Of the Com-

mon Oyster and Scallop we need not speak.
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OCTOPUS, &c.

The OCTOPUS is an enormous Cuttle-

Fish. It is a fierce, cruel, and voracious

monster, feeding on fish, which it seizes

in its terrible arms, and tears with its

sharp bill. It is provided with a peculiar

inky fluid, of intense blackness, which it

can throw forth at will. This darkens

the water over it, and enablas'tlio creature

to escape from its foes, unseen. It has

terrible, staring eyes, and its sight is

wonderfully acute.

The CUTTLE FISH of our shores is not

very large. It has the inky fluid for its

defence, but the ink is of a dark brown

colour, and forms, properly prepared, the

sepia used by artists.

The NAUTILUS is of the same race as

the Cuttle Fish, but it inhabits a beautiful

shell in which it floats on the surface of

the sea ; or crawls at the bottom.



LARGE OCTOPUS.

NAUTILUS. SMALL CUTTLE FISH.



I* 1*1-

ROSY ANEMONE. CPELET ANEMONE. LIMPETS.
ORANGE Disc, open ani closed. SCARLET SPONGE.
MERMAID'S GLOVE GREEN SPONGE. FUNNEL

SPONGE.. SPONGE.



CREATURES OF THE AQUARIUM.

:* The beautiful Sea Flowers called Ane-
{

monies are familiar t6 all. They are

provided -with minute suckers near
*

the

tips
of their tentacles, by which they

seize their prey.

The Limpets are found in every part of

the
? world except in the .Arctic Seas.

They adhere to rocks, by creating avacuum

on the tinder surface of their body, which

causes the pressure of the atmosphere to

keep them tightly in their place.

The Sponges are found in every climate,

and are infinitely diversified in shape and

-colour. The Sponge has a frainewdrk of

horn Or pure flint. The young Sponge
floats from the parent one to some suitable

place, where it fixes itself permanently.

Sponges, in process of ages, become

Quits. Our common flints have once been
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MOLLUSKS*

The Wlielk has a tube or proboscis,

;,
furnished at the end with a kind of file

;

by which it can bore through the shells

of other mollusks which it desires to

make its prey. The Wentle-Trap has a

very-Beautiful- shell.

The Mussel is furnished with a foot by
means of which it crawls along, and also

constructs a cable composed of horny
threads by which it fastens itself to rocks.

The Cockle also possesses a foot which

it can extend (see picture), and a hook at

the end to drag itself along.

The Razor Shell mollusks also move

by means of a foot. They are thought

delicate food. They live buried in the

sand in an upright position.

Cowries are used in Africa and some

parts of Asia, as money.
Tbe Partiwinkta is a kind of sea snail



WHELK
PAIGNTOX COCKLE.

COWRIES PERRIWINKLE.



TREE CORAL

RED CORAL.

MEDUSA.
DEVONSHIRE Cur-CoRAL.

TUFT COBAL.
SEA STAR.



CORAL, AND JELLY FISH.

Coral is the beautiful home of thousands

of small creatures called Polypes. Every
one of its m::i ite cells contains one of

these beings which obtrudes from it its

eight arms in search of food. The insects

die, but the skeleton the Coral remains,

and is constantly added to by successive

generations who build.it higher and high-

er till it rises above the waves. Thus

Coral Teefs and Coral islands are formed,

and gradually become inhabited.

The Medusa is a jelly fish, which

forms the chief food of the whale. It

can anchor itself when it pleases, by its

glossy filaments.

The Star-Fish form their rays into a

cup, when they mean to .sj^fee their prey,

and the suckers with which they are

armed hold their victims fast. They
.are verv destructive to all molhisks.

.

**
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SHELLS.

The beautiful Shells which form the

home of many marine animals have won a

separate science for themselves Concho-

logy which should be studied separately.

The Mollusks which inhabit Shells are

all sa formed as to be able to find their

food in the places where it has pleased

God to place them. The inhabitant of

the Harp Shell b[as a
large, foot, and eyes

situated near the bases of its tentacles.

The Helm 3t Shells are used for the

manufacture of cameos, which are cut in

relief on the thick, white surface of the

shell; the inner layer which is of a pihk

or reddish brown tint being left for the

background of the cameo.

The Great Ponch Slni! is 'very hand-

some : tinted \jdth a most delicate pink

inside. The Tritons were represented

with these shells.



GREAT TRUMPET SHELL.
HELMET SHELL.

IMPERIAL HARP SHELL.
(back view.)

IMP. HARP SHELL.
TROCHUS.

GREAT COUCH SHELL.



1. Stentor.

2. Vorticella.

3. 3. Amoeba
3.' Amoeba

4. Common Rotifer.

INFUSORIA.

5, 5. Four- horned Rotifer.

6 Amoeba Radiosa.
cella. 6x. Parameceum.

6xx, Rhizopod.



INFUSORIA.

The living creatures represented in th<

preceding page are invisible to the naked

eye. They are seen only by means of the

microscope.

Some of these figures have been found

to be vegetable substances; but the others

even the slimy Amoeba glide from

place to place, and seize and- devour their

prey.
' A single drop of water may hold

500 millions of these animalcule. They
are all provided with a mouth and in-

ternal nutritive apparatus.

The higher Infusoria have a covering

of hair-like appendages with which they

seize their food. The bodies of some

throw out filaments resembling threads of

blown glass, which spread like roots.

They use these as feet, and are, there-

fore, named Rhizopods, or root-footed

animals.
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MICKOSCOPIC OBJECTS.

The last picture will not need descrip-

tion. It contains objects magnified very

strongly, as our readers will perceive if

they look at figure 5 a human hair !

They will see that the hair of animals is

all different under the microscope, and

that everything thus seen is equally won-

derful and perfect in its formation.

If this little book should, by its brief

notices of the animal creation, awaken in

any of its readers .

}

a desire to study the

nature and habits of the creatures which

surround our path, its purpose will have

been achieved, and a pleasure far beyond
that of looking at its pictures will have

been obtained by its means ; while we
think it can hardly fail to inspire rever-

ence and love for the Creator who has

made all these wondrous creatures so ad-

mirably adapted to their several positions.



i. Foot of Spider. z. Bat's Hair. 3. Hair of Musk Deer. 4. Sable Hair.

5. Human Hair. 6. Foot of Fly. 7. Leg of Glowworm. 8. Fore leg of Water
Beetle. 9. Egg of Tortoiseshell Butterfly. 10. Egg of Red Underwing Moth.
II. Tongue of Blow-Fly. iz. Part of Compound eye of Fly. 13. Head of

Spider, showing eight eyes. 14. Volvox Globator. 15. Form of Radiolaria.
l6. Scale of A7.nrp-hliip Tlnftprflt/ TT Wat-pr-Fl^ 18 Pnicnn.fanff of Snider.
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